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The Leidenfrost state is typically studied by placing droplets on flat or slightly curved
surfaces. Here this phenomenon is investigated by depositing water in hot conical bowls. We
found that this phase exists even for large amounts of liquid in very narrow cones without
considerable effect of the confinement on the Leidenfrost transition temperature TL . At a
fixed temperature, T > TL , the total evaporation time τ has a nonmonotonic dependence
on the angle of confinement θ : for large volumes (∼ 20 ml) on flat surfaces (θ ∼ 0◦ ),
vapor chimneys appear and accelerate the evaporation rate, their frequency diminishes
as θ augments and becomes zero at a certain angle θc , at which τ reaches its maximum
value; then, τ decreases again at larger angles because the vapor layer holding up the water
becomes thinner due to the increase of hydrostatic pressure and because the geometry
facilitates the vapor expulsion along the conical wall. For small volumes (∼ 1 ml), surface
tension mainly determines the drop curvature and the lifetime is practically independent of
θ. Different chimney regimes and oscillation patterns were observed and summarized in
a phase diagram. Finally, we developed a simple model to decipher the shape adopted by
the liquid volume and its evolution as a function of time, and the predictions are in good
agreement with the experimental results.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevFluids.1.051902

A liquid droplet deposited on a sufficiently hot surface levitates on its own vapor and evaporates
slowly. Droplets with radius smaller than the liquid capillary length become spherical because
surface tension prevails against gravity, whereas large drops are flattened by their own weight. The
intermediate vapor layer avoids adhesive forces and suppresses friction, allowing the droplet to
easily move on a horizontal flat plate.
The above phenomenon, called the Leidenfrost effect [1], has been conscientiously studied under
different conditions of plate temperature [2,3], surface material [4], roughness and texture [5–8],
ambient pressure [4,9], volume and purity of the liquid [10,11], etc. [12]. Different experimental
techniques have been used to determine the drop shape and the thickness of the vapor layer [13,14],
and various theoretical approaches have been also proposed [3,15–17]. Although the Leidenfrost
phenomenon is typically studied by depositing liquids on solid surfaces, very recently it was
addressed with drops deposited on liquid pools [18,19] and also with solids in sublimation [20,21].
Using a ratchet, a Leidenfrost droplet can be rotated as a turbine [21] or self-propelled in a well
defined direction [22,23]. Nevertheless, in most of the studies the horizontal motion of the droplet
was prevented using plates with a small curvature in order to analyze the evolution of the vapor
layer and the shape of the droplet in the steady regime [3,13,16,17], or chimneys, star patterns, and
other instabilities in the unsteady regime [14,24–27]. It has been mentioned that a larger curvature
can suppress the Rayleigh-Taylor instability allowing considerable volumes of liquid to survive
in Leidenfrost state [28–30]; however, the quantitative effect of lateral confinement on the liquid
dynamics and on the evaporation process has not yet been addressed.
In this Rapid Communication, we study experimentally the Leidenfrost state of a large volume of
water deposited on conical aluminum plates [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Several regimes were observed
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. (b) 20 ml of water preserving the Leidenfrost state on a conical surface of
θ = 25◦ . (c) τ vs T for V = 3 ml; the angle of the conical surface does not affect the transition temperature TL .

depending on the volume and angle of confinement. We found that the lifetime τ reaches a maximum
value at a critical angle determined by the contact area and the competition of two mechanisms of
vapor expulsion (lateral flow and chimneys). Furthermore, the shape adopted by the liquid volume
on the plates, the thickness of the vapor layer, and the evolution of the drop as a function of time in
stable conditions were numerically computed.
Experimental setup. Eleven solid aluminum cylinders of 15.0 ± 0.1 cm diameter were machined
to produce conical bowls with angles θ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7.5, 9, 12, 25, 45, and 60 ± 0.5◦ . Each bowl
was polished and cleaned to reduce the average roughness to less than 0.50 μm, as was verified using
profilometry. Then, the bowl was placed on a hot plate connected to a solid-state relay temperature
controller that allowed us to maintain the vertex of the cone at a constant temperature T (±10 ◦ C)
with a decrease of ∼20 ◦ C along the edges. After waiting 20 min to stabilize the system temperature,
a known volume of deionized water ranging from 0.5 up to 20 ml (the latter value limited by the
dimensions of the bowls) was deposited on the conical surface and the process was filmed from the
top at 30 fps until the liquid was totally evaporated. The evaporation time τ for the different volumes
was measured from the videos and using a chronometer. Multiple regimes were observed and filmed
from the top with a high speed camera at 1000 fps, and the videos were analyzed using ImageJ.
Figure 1(c) shows τ vs T in the range 90 ◦ C < T < 400 ◦ C for V = 3.0 ± 0.05 ml and different
angles. It is important to note that the Leidenfrost temperature is practically the same for all the
bowls (TL ≈ 195 ◦ C, within an error of 10 ◦ C), even for θ = 60◦ , indicating that lateral confinement
is not relevant for this transition. This graph also indicates that, for fixed values of temperature and
volume, τ varies with θ in a nonlinear manner. In what follows, we focus our study in the evaporation
time, drop shape, and patterns observed for different volumes and angles at a fixed temperature value
well above the Leidenfrost transition, and the case θ = 350 ± 10 ◦ C was arbitrarily chosen.
Surface patterns. Figures 2(a)–2(d) show the evaporation process for V = 20 ml deposited on
four different bowls of θ = (a) 2◦ , (b) 12◦ , (c) 25◦ , and (d) 45◦ . It is remarkable that the Leidenfrost
state is maintained even with this large amount of water for very closed angles, where the hydrostatic
pressure increases considerably. In fact, we did not find any limit for the angle or volume to observe
the phenomenon. On the other hand, the surface dynamics viewed from the top is clearly affected
by the angle of confinement, as shown in the snapshots. When θ  9◦ , chimneys going through
the water volume appear as a mechanism of vapor release; the number of chimneys decreases as
the volume does, and they stop forming when oscillation modes start to show up. These modes
evolve from ellipsoids to star shaped drops until they form a small spherical droplet, where surface
tension principally determines its shape. For θ > 9◦ the chimneys regime is no longer observed,
indicating that the vapor is evacuated only laterally between the water and the side walls. The
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of the evaporation process of 20 ml of water deposited on conical bowls with θ = (a) 2◦ ,
(b) 12◦ , (c) 25◦ , and (d) 45◦ . (e) Phase diagram of the main regimes observed during the evaporation process:
chimneys (A and B), unstable surface, and oscillation modes (np : 0–13). Embedded numbers indicate the
corresponding star modes; for instance, 11 indicates a star of 11 peaks. (f) The perimeter of the star modes
follows a linear (black) and a nonlinear dependence (blue) with np for small and large angles, respectively.
(g) Two chimney regimes observed at small angles as mechanisms of vapor release: a unique central chimney
(region A) generated by a Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and radial multichimneys (region B) where KelvinHelmholtz instabilities become important.

interfacial liquid-vapor interaction generates oscillating star modes of np = 2–13 peaks, which are
more frequent and stable in the range from θ = 9◦ to 12◦ . For larger angles, the Leidenfrost state
still exists but fewer modes emerge and the surface is unstable [see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. Figure 2(e)
shows a phase diagram summarizing the different regimes based on the top view: chimneys for
large volumes and open cones, unstable surface at large volumes and narrow cones, and a variety
of oscillation modes depending on θ and V (to determine the volume of the observed modes we
used calibration curves obtained by measuring the upper area A of known volumes for each angle).
Note that the perimeter of the start modes follows a linear dependence with np for small angles
[see Fig. 2(f)], in accordance with Ref. [30]; however, for larger angles a nonlinear relation was
found, indicating a relevant influence of the surface curvature on the azimuthal wavelength of the
oscillation modes.
One intriguing observation in the above phase diagram is the appearance of two different regimes
of chimneys (see regions and snapshots labeled by A and B). High speed videos reveal that individual
chimneys in region A arise when the drops are quasistable, while multichimneys in region B at
larger volumes seem to have a turbulent origin. Our measurements indicate that the minimum upper
area to observe chimneys has a constant value Amin ≈ 3.94 ± 0.27 cm2 [see Fig. 2(g)]. This area
corresponds to an average critical radius Rc ≈ 1.12 ± 0.04 cm. Considering that the liquid-vapor
interface is destabilized due to gravity (Rayleigh-Taylor instability) or due to the relative movement
of the fluids (Kelvin-Helmholtz instability), we can neglect the second mechanism in region A and
then apply the lubrication approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations. Under these conditions,
the dynamic wavelength
of the instability that is developed faster in a stable drop of radius rs is
√
√
given by λdyn = 2π 2a, where a = γ /ρg ≈ 2.55 mm is the capillary length, ρ and γ the density
and surface tension of the liquid, and g the acceleration of gravity (see Ref. [14]). Since λdyn ≈ 2rs
for small values of θ , the instability starts to appear when rs ≈ 1.13 cm, which is in excellent
concordance with the value of Rc . This result indicates that chimneys in region A are mainly
originated by a Rayleigh-Taylor instability. On the other hand, chimneys in region B appear in a
more turbulent environment, where Kelvin-Helmhotz instabilities are important and the lubrication
approximation is not valid. For this case, we found that the minimum area delimiting the region B
increases nonlinearly with the angle [dashed red line in Fig. 2(g)], and for V = 20 ml chimneys can
only be observed if θ  8◦ .
Total evaporation time. Now let us analyze the effect of confinement on the total lifetime for V =
20 ml [see Fig. 3(a)]. As is shown, τ increases with θ and reaches a maximum value around θc ≈ 8◦ .
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FIG. 3. (a) Evaporation lifetime τ vs θ for 20 ml of water at T = 350 ◦ C; a maximum τ is reached when
θ ≈ 8◦ . (b) Sighting frequency of chimneys n as a function of θ for V = 20 ml; the linear fit (red line) indicates
that n = 0 for θ = 8.2◦ . (c) Snapshots of chimneys emerging through 3 and 50 ml of water deposited on a
cylindrical container of 5.5 cm diameter and 3 cm height (scale bar = 1 cm). For V = 50 ml, the hydrostatic
pressure due to the water column is Phyd  200 Pa. (d) Sketch of the water distribution on a conical surface.
(e) Evolution of the upper area A vs t during the evaporation of 20 ml of water deposited on conical plates
with θ = 1◦ , 3◦ , 6◦ , 9◦ , 12◦ , 25◦ , and 45◦ . Inset: Phyd vs θ for V = 20 ml estimated at the vertex of the conical
cyl
cone ◦
bowls. Note that chimneys emerge in the cylindrical geometry even when Phyd  Phyd
(9 ), revealing the
relevance of the geometry. (f) Volume distribution calculated from the geometrical approach described in the
text and sketched in (c): conical part (), puddle (•), total volume (♦), model (♦), and the experimental value of
20 ml (–).

Noteworthy, this range coincides with the chimney regime described in the phase diagram. Figure 3(b)
shows the number of vapor chimneys per second n observed at the water surface as a function of θ
for a constant volume; the red line represents the best linear fit n = −(1.3 ± 0.1)θ + (10.6 ± 0.4).
Hence one finds that n = 0 when θ = 8.2◦ ± 1.1◦ , which is approximately the angle at which the
maximum lifetime was measured. One possible explanation is that a chimney represents a mechanism
of vapor release. If the chimneys disappear, the vapor only can escape laterally and the thickness of
the vapor layer e increases, thus the heat transfer rate is reduced and τ rises; however, the competition
with the hydrostatic pressure Phyd becomes more important at larger angles, e decreases again and
also the lifetime, which is in accordance with the experiment. In contrast, in a cylindrical container
[see Fig. 3(c)] chimneys appear even for large volumes of liquid because the vapor cannot easily
escape along the walls. Hence, two factors lead to a maximum lifetime and to the disappearance of
chimneys: the vapor release favored by the geometry and the increase in hydrostatic pressure.
Shape. In order to calculate the evaporation rate and the dependence of e with θ it is necessary
to determine the shape adopted by the water volume on the plates. According to Refs. [3,14,31],
a large Leidenfrost drop on a flat surface is deformed by gravity and acquires a puddle shape of
radius r (contac area π r 2 ) and thickness h ≈ 2a. In the conical plates, our observations suggest
that the volume is approximately distributed in a conical lower part crowned with a puddle [see
sketch in Fig. 3(d)]. Considering that we can measure from the videos taken from the top the average
upper area A(t) = π r 2 [see Fig. 3(e)], the volume can be approached by V ≈ Vcone + Vpuddle =
1
π r 3 tanθ + π 2 a 2 (r − a) + 2π a(r − a)2 , with the capillary length a = 2.55 mm. In Fig. 3(f) we
3
plot the volume calculated with this geometrical approximation (♦) for experiments with 20 ml
using r = (At=0 /π )1/2 obtained from Fig. 3(e). It is also shown the individual contributions of Vcone
() and Vpuddle (•) to the total volume depending on θ . For small angles, the larger contribution
is due to the puddle, but the conical part becomes more important as the angle gets larger. This
approximation also allows one to estimate Phyd as a function of θ at the bottom of the conical plates
[see inset in Fig. 3(e)]. Nonetheless, although the geometric estimation is reasonably good, in all
cases the addition of both volumes slightly overestimates the actual volume (20 ml, dashed line) due
to the puddle shape; therefore, let us refine this contribution by computing numerically the puddle
curvature.
Numerical approach. Let us take into account that the slope of the conical shape must smoothly
match in a given point with the curvature of the upper puddle, as is sketched in Fig. 4(a). Based
on Ref. [15], the pressure at the liquid-vapor interface P (h) = P (0) + ρgh is equilibrated by the
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FIG. 4. (a) Sketch of a Leidenfrost drop on a conical surface; the lateral shape determined by the conical
confinement was matched at the top (bottom) with the curvature determined by the balance of the Laplace
pressure and the hydrostatic pressure. (b) and (c) Puddle profiles obtained by solving the curvature differential
equations (see text) at (b) a constant angle θ = 25◦ for V = 0.2,1,3,5,10 ml, and (c) a constant volume V = 10
ml with θ = 1◦ ,6◦ ,12◦ , and 25◦ .

Laplace pressure P (h) = Patm + γ ( dα
+ sinα
) = Patm + γ κ(h), where κ(h) determines the surface
ds
r
curvature at any depth h measured from the top of the liquid volume. Combining both expressions
one finds γ κ(h) = ρgh + γ κ0 , where κ0 is the curvature at the top. By introducing the capillary
length we can write κ(h) = ah2 + κ0 , and then derive the differential equation: dα
= κ0 + ah2 − sinα
.
ds
r
dr
On the other hand, from the geometry of the sketch in Fig. 4(a), we have ds = cosα and dh
=
sinα.
ds
These three equations were numerically solved to obtain the upper puddle profile using the boundary
conditions imposed by the volume and the bowl geometry, i.e., the matching of the drop curvature
and the plate angle, α = π − θ . A similar analysis must be performed for the lower part with α = θ
considering the hydrostatic pressure at the bottom. Figure 4(b) shows the profiles for θ = 25◦ using
different values of r(α = π/2) calculated from the upper areas of known volumes (0.2, 1, 3, 5, and
10 ml), whereas Fig. 4(c) shows how the profile changes for different values of θ for a constant
volume V = 10 ml. It is important to notice that the puddle thickness h ≈ 2a is recovered for a
flat plate (θ = 1◦ ). Moreover, the volume of solids of revolution calculated using numerical profiles
better approximates the real volume V = 20 ml as is shown in Fig. 3(f) (♦), confirming the validity
of our model.
Evaporation rate. In Ref. [3], it was found that the liquid evaporation rate can be expressed
as ṁ = KL eT Ac (E1), where K is the thermal conductivity of a vapor layer of thickness e, T /e
the temperature gradient, L the latent heat, and Ac the horizontal contact surface. In our case,
Ac = π r 2 /cosθ is the conical face in contact with the liquid. On the other hand, by applying the
lubrication approximation between the water volume and the conical surface one can estimate the
3
vapor flux by ṁ = ρv πe
P , where P = ρw g[h + r(h)tanθ ] is the hydrostatic pressure as a
6ηv
function of r including the puddle and the conical part, ρv and ρw the density of vapor and water,
respectively, and ηv the vapor dynamic viscosity; therefore, considering the average pressure on the
3
ρv ρw g
conical wall one obtains ṁ = πe 6η
(2a + 4r tanθ ). Equating both expressions of ṁ and solving
v
√
K T secθ
)1/4 r. Figure 5(a) shows e(r) for
for the layer thickness, it is found that e = ( Lρv ρ6ηw vg(2a+r
tanθ/4)
different angles computed with the previous equation. Considering that Ac has a global minimum
around θ ≈ 40◦ for a constant volume [see inset in Fig. 5(a)], we might have expected from (E1)
a minimum heat transfer around this angle; however, because e depends on θ , our analysis reveals
that the hydrostatic pressure plays a more important role decreasing the thickness of the vapor layer
when θ grows, explaining why the lifetime diminishes in our experiments.
Finally, to find the evolution over time of a drop of volume V let us consider for simplicity
the geometrical approximation described before in the mass change rate ṁ = ρw V̇ = ρw π [4a(r −
a) + π a 2 + βr 2 tanθ ]ṙ (E2), with β a free parameter. Combining (E1) and (E2), and substituting e,
one finds a differential equation for r(t) that can be numerically integrated from an initial radius
r(t = 0) = r0 to r(τ ) ≈ 0, and then use it to calculate V (t) and τ for different values of θ . Figure 5(b)
shows that the numerical solution (lines) describes fairly well the measured evolution (points) of
V (t) for different angles of confinement (all the cases fitted with the same value of β). Equivalently,
Fig. 5(c) shows τ vs θ obtained from the numerical calculations compared with the experimental
values for different initial volumes. As in most of the experiments, τ decreases as θ grows. At
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FIG. 5. (a) Thickness of the vapor layer e as a function of r for different angles. Inset: contact surface
π
cone 2/3
( 3V
) corresponding to the data of the conical contribution in Fig. 3(e). (b) Evolution of the
Ac = cosθ
π tanθ
volume as a function of time starting from V (t = 0) = 20 ml; the inset shows the lifetime τ of known initial
volumes V for different angles used to obtain the graph V vs t. (c) τ vs θ for volumes V0 = 1 ml (), 5 ml
(), 10 ml (•), and 20 ml (). Solid lines in (b) and (c) are the numerical solutions of the model explained in
the text.

large volumes and small angles, the model cannot describe the experimental points because of the
appearance of chimneys, where the lubrication approximation cannot not be applied. Note that in
the experimental data, the maximum lifetime is less notorious when the volume decreases because
surface tension becomes more important against gravity and the plate curvature is less relevant. This
maximum disappears only if the droplet is almost spherical, i.e., when its diameter is smaller than
the capillary length.
Summarizing, we have studied the evaporation process of water deposited on conical bowls at
temperatures larger than the Leidenfrost threshold. We found that TL is not affected by the angle of
confinement, and it was not detected any limit in this angle or a maximum liquid volume that can
prevent the appearance of the phenomenon in the studied range. The evaporation time is determined
by the dominant mechanism of vapor release, and a rich variety of surface patterns appear depending
on the angle. We proposed a geometrical approximation to describe the shape acquired by the liquid
inside the bowls and it was used to compute numerically the profiles and the evaporation dynamics.
Our results reveal that, even when the surface curvature does not change the total evaporation time
considerably, the confinement allows the controlled levitation of large volumes of liquid for a long
time. Based on that, miniature Leidenfrost engines [21] can be scaled, and this can make possible low
friction applications using confined structures. In addition, models to predict the origin of chimneys
in the turbulent regime and their occurrence threshold are challenges that could attract the interest
of the scientific community.
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